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Introduction
One of the considerable problems of all carrier companies is the need to monitor the fuel consumption and decrease of transport impact to environment. Today improvement of performance in transportation network is the complex problem, and its solution is achieved at all stages of designing, manufacturing and operation of transporting means. Applying the high-quality fuel grades with improved performance properties is the most important condition of the transport effective operation. Namely these properties in the most cases determine the efficiency of the various technical facilities application.
The fuel performance improvement task is solved by improving the fuel processing technology, applying the improvers and additives, using the non-reagent methods. The magnetic influence method has the special position due to its high economic effectiveness and simple technical solution.
Method
Modern fuel produced from oil stock is very complex mixture of hydrocarbons. The hydrocarbon composition of commercial grade fuels is specified with standards which restrict content of some hydrocarbons.
All fuel types contain also the nonhydrocarbon composites such as oxygen-containing, sulfureous and nitrous substances, solid micro-impurities and soluble hetero-organic substances. Content of sulfur, oxygen and nitrogen usually equals 1-2 %. In spite of such low content, the nonhydrocarbon composites play the important role in the fuel chemical changes and have a significant influence on the fuel performance due to sharp difference between the nonhydrocarbons' and hydrocarbons' properties. Therefore, to get the reliable results during investigation of electrophysical influence on the fuel performance, it is necessary to know its physical and chemical properties change .   Electrons and nuclei of some chemical elements (  ,  ,  ,  ,  , and some others) have magnetic and mechanical moments. Electron spin appears in the form of fine structure in atomic spectra. In case of nuclei this property is observed in the form of hyperfine structure. The electron magnetic moment interacts with the nucleus magnetic moment. Interaction energy depends on the spins' mutual orientation or magnetic moments, and number of the possible orientations is determined with the nucleus spin. The nucleus total spin depends on the following condition: whether the nucleus components' spins compensate each other or do not compensate.
In magnetic field the proton magnetic moments with spin of Nuclear polarization P under the ordinary conditions is slight due to low n µ and is determined with the following expression:
While increasing the external magnetic field the energy difference increases for spin directed oppositely to field, and for spin directed along the field. Such behavior leads to polarization increase. However such spins' orientation occurs not immediately. Before applying the magnetic field, number of spins directed "upwards" and "downwards" was the same, and after the field application some number of spins directed oppositely to magnetic field turns over.
Nuclear spin reorientation is accompanied with ins energy change, and therefore it may occur in presence of any object only with which the nucleus is exchanging with energy. Such objects can be electrons, neighboring nuclei, paramagnetic elements (oxygen and others), ions, free radicals, or radio frequency circuit with high Q factor and tuned to frequency of the nuclei precession in external magnetic field.
Special difficulty while applying the magnetic influence on the liquids represents selection of the influence optimal conditions to get highest effect, and express monitoring of liquid properties. Devices designed for certain liquids are virtually unsuitable for other liquids without readjustment that is not possible for all devices. Instability of the resultant useful effect and absence of the influence mode current monitoring restricts application of magnetic field in practice.
To improve the flexibility of magnetic method of influence on the liquid systems and to provide the current monitoring of the influence process, there is proposed the method of electro-physical highfrequency influence based on the resonance absorption of electromagnetic energy by nuclear system in the non-homogeneous magnetic fields.
According to quantum theory for nuclei diamagnetic liquid in the external magnetic field 
At electro-physical high-frequency influence method, in order to induce the transients between these levels when the liquid flows via the non-homogeneous static magnetic field zone, the liquid is subject to simultaneous action of the alternating high-frequency magnetic field 1 H . In this case the alternating magnetic field frequency coincides with the nucleus precession frequency in this nonhomogeneous static magnetic field 
As the local field change inside the spin system can be considered to be small, it can be expected that there exists the continuous distribution of state with the maximums in neighborhood of Spin system after absorbing some energy increases its energy due to spin-lattice relaxation 1 T , and there occurs the recovery of heat equilibrium with medium, i.e. with any environment which can be gas, liquid or solid.
During interaction with medium all the nuclei with 2 1 = I spin in the specimen create around themselves the local magnetic fields with which the magnetic moments of unpaired electrons interact.
Thus, the area under consideration can be described with Hamiltonian If the alternating electromagnetic influence is eliminated the probability of transitions "downwards" and "upwards" per time unit will be This equation shows that after perturbation the population difference and the specimen total magnetization returns to stationary condition according to exponential law. Establishment of nuclear magnetization longitudinal component occurs resulting from the energy exchange between the nuclear spin system and molecular system. The rate of this exchange, and consequently the longitudinal component establishment, is determined by the spin-lattice interaction intensity.
Power P absorbed by the spins from electromagnetic field is
Thus, by measuring the loss at the resonance frequency ω in the coil where the liquid flows it is possible to detect the nuclear magnetic-resonance absorption which occurs due to transitions between the magnetic sublevels. Eventually, at resonance absorption the spins transfer energy from the alternating electromagnetic field to the liquid molecular system.
From the level population difference there is follow that the substance has magnetic susceptibility, and the specimen complex susceptibility equals χ sharply increases near the resonance and causes the significant resonance absorption of energy from the high-frequency generator oscillatory circuit. In this case the energy absorption signal is observed.
Conclusions
Developed method allows improve qualitatively some characteristics which directly determine the fuel consumption and the engine operation dynamics, as well as the ecological characteristics of engine during operation.
The following advantages are achieved due to electro-physical influence on hydrocarbon fuel: -decrease of the fuel consumption by 4-5 % depending on the engine condition and quality of initial filled-in fuel;
-more smooth and dynamical engine operation; -reduction of carbon deposit formation on the pistons and walls of combustion chamber by 20-25 %, an catalyst and exhaust pipes;
-increase of the thermal engines life time;
-reduction of the harmful waste gas emissions to atmosphere ( 2 CO up to 25%, 
